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• Teaching: 2 flagship online courses

• Research:

– The Clean Energy Package

– Other relevant electricity research
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Content presentation
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Teaching



EU Electricity network codes 

(ᵒAutumn 2017 – 9-weeks)
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Two flagship online courses

Clean Energy Package 

(ᵒSpring 2018 – 6-weeks)

+500 alumni!
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Our partners for these courses
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Sample of our audience
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The EU Electricity network codes
Originate from the 3th package (2009) - First adopted NC in 2015 & last one in 2017

• Forward Capacity Allocation (FCA GL)

• Capacity Allocation and Congestion Management (CACM GL)

• Electricity Balancing (EB GL)

How to integrate power markets? 

Market codes

• Demand Connection Code (DCC NC)

• Requirements for Generators (RfG NC)

• HVDC Connections (HVDC NC)

How to harmonize connection 
rules?

Grid connection codes

• System Operations (SO GL)

• Emergency and Restoration (ER NC)

How to seamlessly operate a 
power system?

System operation codes
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The Clean Energy Package for all Europeans
4th Energy Package

8 legislative texts
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The three elements of our online courses

Course text 
and quizzes

Forum debates 
and live classes

Mastery challenges 
with expert panels
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Syllabus

Week 1: Establishing national wholesale markets (CACM GL, FCA GL)

Week 2: Integrating wholesale markets (CACM GL, SO GL)

Week 3: Establishing national balancing markets (EB GL, SO GL)

Week 4: Integrating balancing markets (EB GL, SO GL)

Week 5-6: Mastery Challenges

- Bidding zone review

- Integration of DER

Week 7: Legal dimension of the codes

Week 8: Grid connection codes (RfG NC, DC NC)

Week 9: Digital data (SO GL, CACM GL, CEP, …)

EU Electricity network codes Clean Energy Package 

Week 1:  Electricity markets – Ensuring the internal market level playing 
field

Week 2: Electricity grids – Adapting to the decentralisation of the power 
grid

Week 3: The New Deal – Empowering customers and citizens

Week 4: Governance of the Energy Union

Week 5-6: Mastery Challenges:

- Mapping and appraisal of the CEP

- Citizen Energy Communities
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The future – Reframing our electricity courses

EU Electricity network codes

EU electricity markets: evolution 
and current challenges

(2020)

Clean Energy Package

EU Green Deal

(2021)
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Research
The Clean Energy Package



1. Identification of areas where the revised Electricity Directive forces 
Member States to innovate

2. Monitoring implementation by pioneering MS
– Identification of  relevant dimensions for the analysis based on 

literature/controversies

3. Analysing trends and differences

4. Recommendations for EU intervention through network codes (too 
early, principles, harmonization, single EU approach)

FSR research strategy
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Identification of 4 research topics
4y research plan (2019-2023)
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TOPIC 1: Flexibility mechanisms
Research: Spring/Summer 2019
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Flexibility markets
Origin in the CEP

…
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Where do flexibility markets fit in?



4 pioneering local flexibility markets
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Six key dimensions

Difference

Difference

Difference

Difference

Trend

Trend
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FSR interaction and dissemination
Closing the loop between teaching and research
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TOPIC 2: Consumer data management
Autumn 2019 – Spring 2020



Consumer data management – Step 1: Teaching
Network codes online training Autumn 2019
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Consumer data management – Step 2: Research
Better regulation and the Clean Energy Package

Ex-post EC evaluation report 2016

“[…] current legislation                                 
[was not] designed to address                 
currently known challenges                                
in managing                                                   
large, commercially valuable                    
consumption data flows.”

Ex-ante EC impact assessment 2016

Options for future                                            
data management model:

• MS primarily responsible

• Common criteria and principles

• A standard EU model (data hub)
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Consumer data management
in the Clean Energy Package

E-Directive

Article 23

Data management

E-Directive

Article 24

Interoperability 

requirements and 

procedures for 

access to data



TSO
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Who is responsible for consumer data management?
First attempt at classification

DSO

Third Party



• Level of centralisation of data management model

– Centralised

– Partially centralised

– Decentralised 

• Roles and responsibilities in data management

– Data reading

– Data validation

– Data storage
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Classifying consumer data management models is more 
complicated than it seems
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Develop
framework for

analysis

Monitor 
implementation

of Member 
State pioneers

Observe trends
& differences

Reflections on  
future EU 

regulation (NCs)

FSR research strategy on consumer data (Spring 2020)



• Aggregator as a retailer in reverse

• “Retail-size” consumption and generation units are activated, packed 
and their output sold on the wholesale market or to the system 
operator
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TOPIC 3: Aggregators

• Important role in procuring 
flexibility for a decentralised 
and decarbonised electricity 
system

• Two business models: 
independent vs integrated 
aggregators



• CEP aims to develop a comprehensive framework and facilitate 
aggregators’ participation in the market

• Need to clarify roles and responsibilities of aggregators and their 
relations to suppliers and balance responsible parties
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Framework for aggregators

• E.g., definition of the 
customer baseline (accurate, 
simple and robust to 
manipulation)



• The three Ds call for and allow a more active role energy consumers, 
both individually and collectively

• New models for production, consumption and exchange of energy are 
emerging

• Classification of these models still under debate

• Proposal from FSR 
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TOPIC 4: Peer-to-peer and 
community-based energy trade



• Communities dealing with renewable energy can perform may functions

• Based on what they do, you may have different policy and regulatory 
implications
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A FSR taxonomy for energy communities
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A Global Observatory to monitor a fast 
evolving field 



• Three and a half year project (kick-off in London in September 2019)

• Observatory goals: 
– Provide a forum for international collaboration between stakeholders to understand the conditions 

necessary to support the wider deployment of P2P, CSC, and TE models

– Inform evidence-based policymaking at national and international level

• Observatory leader: University College London
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For more info on the Observatory: https://userstcp.org/annex/peer-to-peer-energy-
trading/
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Do you want to come and see?

https://userstcp.org/annex/peer-to-peer-energy-trading/
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Research
Other relevant research – selection
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Distribution network tariffs



• Heating & cooling and mobility must be 
decarbonised to reach Paris Agreement’s target

• Electrification as a possible way ahead

• Massive impact on electricity markets and grid 
regulation

• Not only in Europe, but at the world level

– India as a first case addressed by FSR
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Electro-mobility: the next big thing in 
electricity
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Digitalisation of electricity
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New business models in electricity
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